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VESTA
COOKWARE SET

     This cookware set is made of stainless 
steel and presented with a meticulous 
design of belly lines with polished mirror 
interior and exterior. 

     Its diffuser bottom  is fabricated with a 
capping layer which confers unique 
properties when cooking for your family.

STAINLESS STEEL

     If you forget any piece on the burner and it is warm, you 

must let the cookware cool down.

     If the cookware is without liquid or any meals on the fire 

and due an overheat it will becomes blue or yellow, you 

should used polish like SIDOL, NETOL, TITANLUX, 

SILVO…Its very important in this cases, wash the piece 

properly like if the cookware were new because those 

products are toxic. If the piece is matt, you must wash it 

with scoth-brite and soap.

Never use lye (chlorine, hypochlorite)
Don´t forget any piece on the burn.

Don´t use iron sponge.
If you cook with gas, never allow the gas flame 

to lick the sides of the pot.
Dry well the pieces.  

ATTENTION
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   Resistant and durable Cookware set. 

   Easy to clean.

    Knobs and handles are made of heat-resistant 
bakelite with flame protector.

  In Magefesa we take care of use materials more 
healthy and hygienic.

  Our products are totally innocuous. They don´t make 
the food characteristics turn off and preserve all the 
nutrients so that you could feed your family in a 
healthy and balanced way.

    Before its first use, remove the stickers and adhesive. In case of the 

sticker don´t take off easily, you must heat the piece softly to take off 

with fingernail or plastic spatula to do it.

    Wash the pieces with soapy water and dry it well before first use.

    If any spot is inside the cookware, you must fill with water 1/2 of its 

capacity and boil the pot, place a few drops of vinegar, then let the 

cookware cool down and wash it.

    If the meal has burned you must cover it with water and pour soap, 

and boil it 10 minutes. After, you must wash with a sponge. 

    If milk, oil cooking…. has spilled, you must clean the pot before use it 

again.

USE THE STAINLESS STEEL
ADVICE TO BETTER USE
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DESIGN& TECHNOLOGY
This cookware set has a diffuser bottom 

exclusively from Magefesa.

 

This bottom ensures uniform heat 

distribution across the bottom that 

prevents food from burning.

DIFFUSER BOTTOM
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